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BK Black 
Antimicrobial 

PU leather

GT Light Gray 
Antimicrobial 

PU Leather

Upholsteries In Stock:

#9283AGT

[  S O F A  W / C H R O M E  F R A M E  ]
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]
EXPOSED CHROME & PLUSH SEATING
This sofa is not only appealing, but also extremely comfortable. This sofa comes in 
your choice of two upholstery colors, allowing you to match it to any office decor. 
Made from high quality materials, this sofa offers longevity and durability. What’s 
more is that this sofa contains heavy duty cushioning that ensures maximum comfort 
and relaxation. The look of this sofa is super stylish and chic, perfect for the modern 
working space. However, this sofa can be used for any type of office space. What 
makes this sofa so stylish and unique is its exposed chrome frame, which makes the 
sofa appear modern. This sofa offers the best of both worlds; comfort and style. By 
placing these sofas in your reception area, you can rest assured that your guests will 
be comfortable and at ease.

#9283ABK

#9283ABK
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Upholsteries In Stock:
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CONTEMPORARY & COZY
Part of OfficeSource® Madison Collection, this loveseat is not only comfortable, but 
also highly attractive. Made from high quality materials, and available in your choice 
of two color options, this loveseat boasts a stylish design. What makes this loveseat 
stand out from other office furniture is its exposed chrome frame. The shiny frame 
becomes the focal point of the seat when you first lay eyes on it. The heavy duty 
cushioning on the seats makes it ultra cozy. The contemporary design of this seat is 
what makes it versatile and a great fit for any business space. You can place these 
loveseats in your office reception area, or any space you desire.

#9282ABK

#9282ABK
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MAKE A STYLISH & CHIC STATEMENT
Contemporary furniture makes any interior space standout. Whether you are decorating 
the office or your home, our club chair is a great option. This chair is available in your 
choice of two colors, giving you the ability to choose your desired chair color based 
on your needs. This club chair by OfficeSource® is manufactured using heavy duty 
cushioning to provide maximum comfort. It is a heavily padded chair that is designed 
to make you feel relaxed and cozy. The materials used to design this chair are superior 
quality, ensuring maximum durability. The cushioning in the chair makes it last longer 
than most club chairs. Another quality that makes this chair desirable is its aesthetic 
appeal. The steel frame of this chair is exposed, making it look chic and stylish. The 
appearance of the chair is clean and modern, giving you a chance to add style to your 
other office furniture. This club chair compliments any type of work environment.

#9281ABK

#9281ABK
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